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abstract
The Web is evolving into a complex information space where the unprecedented volume of documents
and data will offer to the information consumer a level of information integration and aggregation that has
up until now not been possible. Indiscriminate addition of information can, however, come with inherent
problems such as the provision of poor quality or fraudulent information. Provenance represents the
cornerstone element which will enable information consumers to assess information quality, which will
play a fundamental role in the continued evolution of the Web. This paper investigates the characteristics
and requirements of provenance on the Web, describing how the Open Provenance Model (OPM) can be
used as a foundation for the creation of W3P, a provenance model and ontology designed to meet the core
requirements for the Web.
© 2010 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction
The Web is emerging as a global information space where both
documents and data can be reused, aggregated and interconnected
in new and unexpected ways. The advent of Linked Data [1] in
recent years brings the potential to expose data on the Web,
raising new challenges to information consumers. By applying web
principles to data, Linked Data allows users to expose data, which
was originally limited to database silos, to the Web, lowering
the barriers for data linkage and reuse. Since Linked Data can
be aggregated and transformed in large chains of information
producers and consumers, it is necessary for end users to be able
to decide the quality and the trustworthiness of information at
hand. Linked Data catalyzes the existing demand for describing
the provenance behind information resources on the Web, which
can be used as a basis for the assessment of information quality,
improving the contextual information behind the generation,
transformation and publishing of information on the Web.
Provenance research has been concentrated in the area of scientific workflows in eScience [2]. Consequently, existing works
usually approach provenance under the requirements of scientific
workflow systems. This focus is shifted in the context of the Web,
where provenance should attend a broader audience. Different
communities coexist in the Web space, with different perspectives
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about information, which ultimately drives the way the information is generated or represented. The Web also brings the potential
for unexpected usage of information: a specific piece of information can be reused in a completely different context. Since the Web
maximizes visibility of information across different communities,
provenance becomes the cornerstone element which can help information consumers to assess the quality of information under
their quality perspective.
A user facing the decision to use data for a specific purpose
should be able to access a representation of the agents, processes
and artifacts behind its production and publication. Since this information can be on the open Web, contextual descriptors (e.g. information timeliness) and conditions of use (e.g. digital rights)
associated with the data can provide important additional information to the user. Social provenance [3] can be used to determine
the trustworthiness on the entities behind an artifact or in the artifact itself. In the context of the Web, provenance, which in scientific
workflows was initially focused on the lineage or historical trail of
a resource, starts to move towards a comprehensive and structured
description of the history, current state and context of an information resource. In addition, the generic use of provenance for quality
assessment and trust, common across different Web communities,
becomes the fundamental use case for provenance on the Web. In
this paper provenance is analyzed under this perspective.
Different communities also have distinct views of provenance.
While some consumers may view the quality of information
by focusing on the processes which generated the information,
others may focus on information publishing aspects. Common
across these communities is the need to assess the quality and
trustworthiness of the information [4]. In this context, interoperability across different provenance models is central to the process
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of creating a provenance model for the Web. The Open Provenance
Model (OPM) [5], counting with the engagement of a large community in the provenance space, is a strong candidate for becoming the de facto provenance interoperability layer. The importance
of maximizing interoperability in the process of mapping provenance on the Web and the momentum already achieved in the design of OPM, guided our decision to design W3P, the provenance
model described in this paper, to be highly OPM compatible from
its inception.
This paper describes the design of W3P, an OPM based
provenance model for the Web. Section 2 details the requirements
for a provenance model for the Web. As quality assessment is a
central motivation for tracking provenance, a discussion about the
quality dimensions for the Web is introduced in Section 2.1. A
representative set of generic provenance use cases for the Web are
described in Section 2.2. These use cases, together with the quality
dimensions and supporting literature is the basis for the definition
of a set of core requirements for a provenance model for the
Web (Section 2.3). The process of building W3P, its compatibility
with OPM and a case study of W3P are described in Section 3.
Section 4 covers existing related works in the area of provenance
on the Web and Section 5 provides conclusions and the future
directions for W3P. This paper concentrates its contributions in
the requirements analysis for a provenance model for the Web
and in the construction of an OPM based model suitable to these
requirements.
2. Requirements for a provenance model for the web
The strategy for building the W3P model is based on the creation of a set of requirements for a provenance model for the Web.
These requirements are built considering three types of analyses.
In a first moment, considering the centrality of provenance as a tool
for enabling quality assessment, we investigate a definition for information quality on the Web. Next, four representative use cases
of provenance consumption and publishing on the Web are described. The use cases strongly reflect the focus on quality assessment that drives the design of W3P. Later analysis of the use cases
provides support for the requirements. The third analysis covers
a literature survey to establish a set of core requirements for the
provenance model.
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2. Compliance: Covers the extent to which the processes and
methodologies behind the data are compliant with the
consumers’ processes and methodologies (present in [6,7]).
3. Completeness: Covers the sufficiency of information for the
information consumer (present in [6,7]).
4. Consistency: Covers the consistency of the data representation,
its model and format in all of its extent (present in [6,7]).
5. Interpretability: Represents the quality of the description/
model behind the data. This dimension also covers the suitability of the units or language on which the data is expressed
(present in [6,7]).
6. Usability: Represents the extent to which the information is
helpful for a specific task. In the context of the Web we complement the definition considering the suitability of use in relation to its primary intended use and potential restrictions on
the usage of the data (present in [6,7]).
7. Reputation: Represents the entities (organizations, individuals)
which recommend or repudiate the data, and the trustworthiness of the entities behind the production of a data artifact
(present in [6–8]).
8. Security: Covers the security mechanisms which enforce the
data integrity (present in [6,7]).
9. Timeliness: Represents the extent to which the information is
sufficiently up to date (present in [6–8]).
10. Objectivity: Represents the extent to which the information is
unbiased and impartial (present in [6–8]).
11. Accessibility: Represents the extent to which the information is
available and easily retrievable (from the Linked Data perspective this dimension can represent the appropriate choice and
reuse of vocabularies) (present in [6,7]).
12. Navigation: Covers the extent to which the data is easily found
and linked (present in [6–8]).
13. Concise: Represents the extension to which the information is
compactly represented (present in [6,7]).
The definition of a standardized provenance model can strongly
impact the effectiveness on which consumers enforce their quality
criteria. In addition, provenance allows the transfer of trust
from entities behind the information to the information itself.
Therefore, the creation of a comprehensive provenance model
is a fundamental step towards enabling information quality
assessment for the Web.

2.1. Information quality on the web

2.2. Provenance use cases

The perception of information quality (term used in the
literature interchangeably with data quality) is highly dependent
on the fitness for use [6] being relative to the specific task that
users have at hand. Information quality is usually described in
different works by a series of quality dimensions which represent a
set of desirable characteristics for an information resource (see [6]
for a survey of the main information quality frameworks). The
set of information quality dimensions used in this work were
composed by the dimensions described in the works of Wang &
Strong [7], Alexander & Tate [8] and the set of most common
information quality dimensions taken from the comprehensive
survey of Knight & Burn [6]. Wang and Strong [7] cover a domain
independent set of quality dimensions, while [6,8] cover quality
dimensions for the Web. In this work we revisit these dimensions
merging them into a single set of dimensions. A small set of the
dimensions were omitted since they were not representative for
the problem of information quality assessment on the Web or
presented some overlap with other dimensions. The final set of
information quality dimensions are listed below

This section contains typical use cases of trust decision and
quality assessment for applications consuming and publishing
provenance information on the Web. These scenarios, together
with quality dimensions and references in the provenance
literature, are used to define the key requirements that should be
addressed by W3P. These scenarios were developed to maximize
the coverage of the use of provenance for the Web, both on
document and data level needs. Each use case concentrates on
specific provenance problems, with the overlap between some of
their features representing the most common provenance uses.
The set of use cases summarizes general application areas and are
not intended to be an exhaustive investigation of provenance usage
in different domains.

1. Accuracy/correctness: Represents the extent to which the
information is correct and accurate enough for its primary
intended use (present in [6–8]).

2.2.1. Use case I: data integrity and provenance tracking in aggregation of financial data
Description: A financial analyst is using an application that
consumes Linked Data from a large number of distributed Web
datasets. The datasets include open, government and partner
data in the form of stock markets time series, news, blog posts,
government data, demographics, previous analysis, third-party
qualitative and quantitative analyses and economic facts. The
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data is directly referenced in a financial report which provides
a summarized overview of the economic context of the previous
month.
Provenance use: In the process of building the report the analyst
uses provenance to determine the trustworthiness of analysis
provided by third-party organizations (each organization is an
authoritative expert in a specialized market segment). Provenance
is also used to determine the analysts (agents) behind the
information, since only analysis generated from expert analysts are
used. The publisher of the information and its certificate should be
available as provenance information in order to be automatically
checked. Any news excerpts should have its associated publisher
and time information. Each analysis process behind the generation
of a report generates a provenance workflow. Each part of the
generated workflow has a set of access restrictions expressed in
the generated provenance representation.
2.2.2. Use case II: content aggregation and social provenance in a web
mashup
Description: A startup is creating a mashup to organize information
available on the Web about cars. The website will cover a wide
range of interests including press releases, technical specifications,
reviews, maintenance tips, brand monitoring, sales offers, etc.
Free information available from third parties (e.g. Wikipedia) or
information provided by partners will be embedded in the website,
while copyrighted content will be exposed as links. Tweets and
blog posts will be used to monitor the buzz behind a brand or a car.
The information of the mashup will be made available as Linked
Data.
Provenance use: The provenance of tweets and blog posts (author,
creation/modification date, publisher) needs to be tracked and will
be further used for better filtering of the contents. The readers
may be able to support or reject a specific resource and this
information should be made available as provenance to other
readers and to consumers of the Linked Data made available. Every
external content embedded on the website should be explicitly
quoted and its source, tracked. Usage terms and licensing of third
parties of digital artifacts should be represented together with the
provenance information.
2.2.3. Use case III: workflow provenance tracking, interoperability,
timeliness and licensing for collaboration on the pharmaceutical
industry
Description: Pharmaceutical organizations are using the Web to
cooperate in a common project for Drug Discovery. Each member
of the consortium has access to its internal, partners and public
datasets. There are strong cooperation constraints for each partner
and trust, security and privacy are key factors to enable an effective
collaboration.
Provenance use: Provenance is used to enforce the domain of the
partnerships: organization X can cooperate with organization Y
in molecular interactions and can cooperate with organization Z
in genomic-protein mapping. Each cooperation agreement has an
associated time range and terms of usage associated as provenance
information with the data. Each group member trusts a different
set of public datasets and the provenance of the sources of
the data should always be verified. Due to compliance policies
and for re-enactment purposes, provenance of the data should
also be tracked on the fine-grained experimental workflow level
(including infrastructure information: service, machine used, etc.).
In this scenario provenance is an important tool for experimental
investigation and the ability to query and navigate through the
model plays an important role for extracting research value
from the information collected. In addition, different members of
the consortium use different scientific workflow systems which

will need to consume the provenance information of different
systems. Vocabularies used in a specific dataset and the linkage
with other datasets can provide essential information about
the understandability of the data and should be appropriately
described. The trail of historical changes of a data item should be
preserved. Each member of the consortium has restricted access
to the generated provenance information. Data provided by the
consortium for the public use has strong constraints on its usage.
2.2.4. Use case IV: geographical and descriptive provenance information for sensor networks
Description: A European consortium in climate change is using a
set of environmental sensors distributed in different countries. The
data collected from the sensors is published on the Web. Since
the sensor infrastructure is inherited from different organizations
and application domains, there is a strong inhomogeneity in the
conditions and the quality of the data provided. Environment
researchers, the end users of the data aggregated from the sensor
mashups, need provenance information to determine the quality
of the data.
Provenance use: Provenance is used to track the physical location of
the sensor, the sensor type/model, timeliness, owner organization,
operating conditions, uncertainties associated with the data and
measurement units.
2.3. Requirements for a provenance model for the web
Different works in the literature cover distinct perspectives
and features of provenance models [2,7–44]. These works will
be used, in conjunction with the set of use cases and quality
dimensions, to define a set of core requirements for the creation
of a provenance model for the Web. Key works in the process
of collecting the list of requirements were the extensive survey
of the provenance on the Web [2] and the list of requirements
for recording and using provenance in eScience experiments [9].
Below, a list of requirements is provided. The requirements are
defined by their incidence in the literature, their existence in
available web vocabularies/provenance models, their coverage of
the use cases and their coverage of the quality dimensions. The
requirements detailed here focus on the design of the formal
representation (provenance model) and do not address general
infrastructure requirements.
1. Interoperability: Maximization of the interoperability with existing provenance models and vocabularies. As OPM emerges
as a standard interoperability layer across different provenance representations, interoperability can be achieved for a
model by the maximization of its OPM compatibility (covered [2,5,10,11]; use cases I, III; quality dimensions 2, 3, 4, 5,
6, 11).
2. Extensibility: Support for the addition of domain specific provenance information (requirement based on the multiplicity of
provenance models and applications expressed in [12,13,15–
22], use case III, quality dimensions 2, 3, 5, 6, 11, 12).
3. Well defined relational model/logical model/grounded semantics:
Suitability for a wider audience, ability to map to the conceptual model of users, appropriate level of abstraction and
grounded semantics, have a strong impact on the usability of
the model (use cases I, II, III, IV; quality dimensions 4, 5, 6).
4. Fine-grained & coarse-grained provenance information: Ability
to express the description of both fine-grained (e.g. statement
level) or coarse-grained (dataset/document level) information
resources. The provenance model should be able to describe
both types of granularities (covered in [23–26], use case III;
quality dimensions 2, 3, 5, 6).
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5. Generality: Coverage of provenance description demands of
different communities over the Web (requirement based
on the multiplicity of provenance models and applications
[12–22], use cases I, II, III, IV; quality dimensions 5, 6, 11).
6. Data generation & transformation (workflow) description: Formalization of the description of the processes behind the generation and transformation of the information. For most use
cases it is the core of the provenance description and in some
scenarios should be fine-grained enough to allow the reproduction of a workflow (including infrastructure aspects). Dependencies between artifacts and justifications are covered by
this category of descriptor (covered in [2,5,9,16,17,25,27,28]
among other references, use cases I, III; quality dimensions 2,
3, 5, 6).
7. Spatiality: Tracking of the geographic location of the information. Spatial information is important in a set of scenarios including tracking of geospatialized artifacts (such as
sensor data) and assessment of geospatial trustworthiness and
restrictions. (covered in [18,19,29,30]; use case IV; quality dimension 3).
8. Temporality: Assessment of the timeliness of the information.
Provenance consumers will need to track the temporal
evolution of the information resource. (covered in [31–34],
concept present in most of the scientific workflows [2,5,9,16,
17,25,28], use cases I, III, IV; quality dimensions 3, 5, 9).
9. Contracts, digital rights & licensing: This requirement covers the
formalization of the usage conditions of the published artifact
(covered in [31–37], use cases II, III; quality dimensions 2, 3, 6).
10. Integrity mechanisms: Availability of descriptors for the integrity mechanisms used for both the information resource
and its provenance information. Examples are signatures and
encryption descriptors (covered in [2,32,38–40], use cases I, III;
quality dimension 8).
11. Identity warranties: Availability of mechanisms which can provide identity warranties for the elements in the provenance
which support an identity (individuals and organizations). Examples of identity warranties are digital certificates (covered
in [32,38–40]; use cases I, III; quality dimension 8).
12. Content description/annotation: Availability of content descriptors about information resources (tags, titles, natural language
descriptions, justifications) (covered in [20,31,41]; use cases I,
II, III; quality dimensions 3, 6).
13. Change tracking: Ability to describe changes and versioning
of an information resource (covered in [31,42], use case III;
quality dimension 3).
14. Coverage of social provenance: Ability to model trust/distrust/
support/opposition relationships between entities (individuals and organizations) and information resources (covered
in [3,38,43], use cases I, II; quality dimensions 3, 7).
15. Publishing & ownership: Represents the information related to
the publisher entities and processes and the ownership over
the information resource (covered in [31,32,38], use cases I, II,
III, IV, quality dimensions 2, 5, 7).
16. Meta-provenance: Represents descriptors over provenance
data, including provenance annotations and permission control over the provenance model entities (covered in [2,39,44],
use cases I, III; quality dimension 8).
17. Query expressivity: The representation of the provenance
model should allow users to launch expressive queries over
the model (covered a large set of different works – Section 4.4
of [2], use cases III; quality dimensions 3, 6, 11).
18. Navigability: The provenance model should allow users to
navigate through its entities (use case III; quality dimensions
3, 6, 11, 12).
In the following section a provenance model compliant with
the outlined requirements is described. This provenance model
is based on OPM and extends part of its features to address the
requirements for mapping provenance on the Web.
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3. The W3P provenance model
The previous section discussed the requirements gathering
for a provenance model for the Web. This section discusses
the construction of W3P, based on the set of requirements and
using OPM for the maximization of its interoperability with
different provenance models. In addition the coverage of existing
vocabularies which could be reused or mapped to W3P is verified.
For this purpose a set of key provenance concepts, which represent
categories that should be covered in a provenance model,
were derived from the requirements. Since W3P is built over
Web/Semantic Web standards, the suitability of these standards to
the requirements is verified and a final model for W3P is discussed
together with its mapping to OPM. A description of the application
of W3P is described as a case study.
3.1. Building W3P
W3P is designed to provide a general model for representing
provenance information on the Web. The model is represented
as an ontology and its classes and properties are designed to be
intuitive. W3P also works as an integration ontology, providing
the structure to reuse already consolidated vocabularies under
the more structured semantics of a provenance model. The model
is independent of granularity allowing users to describe the
provenance of different web artifacts including data, documents
and datasets. The coverage of social provenance is one important
feature of the ontology, allowing W3P users to track the reputation
of entities and artifacts. Fig. 1 depicts W3P excerpts of the classes
and properties of the ontology, showing different perspectives
including the artifact centered descriptive perspective (1), the
workflow perspective (which is the core of the provenance
information) (2) and the social relations between entities in the
ontology (3). Additional data properties are listed for each core
class in (4).
W3P is built over Web/Semantic Web standards (HTTP, URIs,
RDF/RDFS [45], OWL [42], SPARQL [46]). The use of Web/Semantic
Web standards allows W3P to address the requirements (reqs. 1–5,
17, 18). Interoperability (req. 1) is partially covered with the use
of widely accepted representation and querying standards provided by SPARQL. The use of the predicates owl:equivalentClass,
owl:equivalentProperty and owl:sameAs can map the equivalence
of different classes, properties and individuals impacting on interoperability and extensibility(req. 2). Extensibility is one of the
built in strengths of Semantic Web, where schemas can be easily extended and merged. Well Defined Relational Model/Logical
Model/Grounded Semantics (req. 3) is covered by RDF, RDFS and
OWL. The use of URIs as identifiers also provides the basic
infrastructure for unambiguously expressing concepts, impacting
also on this requirement. Fine-Grained & Coarse-Grained Provenance Information (req. 4) can be partially addressed with the deployment of reification, named graphs or dataset level descriptors.
Semantic Web models provide an expressive and generic way to
create representations of provenance models both under a graph
or a description logic perspective (Generality, req. 5). SPARQL provides an expressive query language for querying the provenance
model covering the Query Expressivity requirement (req. 17). The
use of de-referentiable URIs (one of the principles of the Linked
Data Web) and RDF (a graph representation) allows the coverage
of the Navigability requirement (req. 18).
From the set of requirements (5–16), a collection of key
provenance concepts were identified. The key provenance concepts
represent broader categories which were used to verify the
provenance coverage of the vocabularies available on the Web
and were also used to design W3P classes and properties. In
this paper the vocabularies analyzed were OPM 1.1, the Friend
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Table 1
Table mapping the key provenance concepts to the list of vocabularies analyzed (DCMI, FOAF, CS, CC, voiD, OPM, W3P: classes have the first letter capitalized).
Key provenance concepts

Definition

Coverage of vocabulary elements

Reqs.

Certification authority

The authority that issues an identity warranty for the elements in
the provenance model which have an identity.

SWP: Complete.
DCTERMS: Poor/Incomplete.
W3P uses SWP to cover this key concept.

5, 11

Publisher

An individual or organization responsible for publishing an
information resource.

DCTERMS: Partial.
W3P: Complete.

5, 15

Owner

The organization or individual which owns the rights over an
information resource.
The organization that provides the infrastructure for the
publication of an information resource.
The integrity warranties associated with an information resource
(e.g. a digital signature).

W3P: Complete.

5, 15

W3P: Complete.

5, 15

SWP: Complete.
FOAF: Poor/Incomplete.
W3P uses SWP to cover this key concept.

5, 10

Temporal information

Explicit temporal information that could be associated with the
resource. Expiration, creation, modification datetime, and valid
range are examples of temporal descriptors.

OPM: Complete.
DCTERMS: Medium/Incomplete.
W3P: Complete.

5, 8

Spatial information

Explicit spatial information associated with the information
resource.

WGS84: Complete
FOAF: Poor/Incomplete.
DCTERMS: Poor/Incomplete.
W3P uses WGS84 to cover this key concept.

5, 7

License

Descriptors specifying the rights associated with the usage of the
data.

CC: Complete (Coarse-grained licensing information).
DCTERMS: Complete (Coarse-grained licensing
information).
W3P uses both CC and DCTERMS to cover this key
concept.

5, 9

Descriptors/annotations

Human or machine readable descriptions providing a less
constrained detailment over the information resource.

OPM: Generic elements for annotations.
voiD: Description elements for datasets.
FOAF: Covers a basic set of descriptors for the Web.
DCTERMS: Covers a large set of descriptors for Web
publishing.
W3P: provide a minimal set of descriptors.

5, 12

Artifact

Any artifact that is the input or the product of a process. An artifact
can be the origin or part of a different artifact.

OPM: Complete coverage of the concept (Abstract
representation).
DCTERMS: Poor/Incomplete.
W3P: Complete.

5, 6

Process

An operation associated with the generation and transformation of
an artifact.

OPM: Complete coverage of the concept (Abstract
representation).
W3P: Complete.

5, 6

Agent
(Creator/modifier)

The organization or individual which creates/modifies/access/
interacts with a process or artifact.

OPM: Complete coverage of the concept (Abstract
representation).
CS: Poor/Incomplete.
FOAF: Poor/Incomplete.
DCTERMS: Medium/Incomplete.
W3P: Complete.

5, 6

Social descriptors

Support/opposition of an individual or organization in relation to an
artifact or provenance entity. Can also represent the process of
quoting an artifact (indirect support).

SWP: Poor/Incomplete.
FOAF: Poor/Incomplete.
DCTERMS: Poor/Incomplete.
W3P: Complete.

5, 14

Vocabularies
descriptors

The set of vocabularies that are being used to describe an
information resource.

voiD: Complete.
W3P uses voiD to cover this key concept, adding an
additional property.

3, 4, 5, 12

Artifact/collection
linkage

Contains information about the relationship among the
artifacts/collections of artifacts/datasets.

OPM: Medium/Incomplete.
DCTERMS: Medium/Incomplete.
voiD: Covers dataset linkage.
W3P uses void for dataset linkage and provides its
own description for artifact linkage.

4, 5, 12

Change tracking

Represents the tracking of the changes on the data.

CS: Medium/Incomplete.
DCTERMS: Medium/Incomplete.
W3P uses both CS + DCTERMS to cover this key
concept.

5, 13

Meta-provenance

Represents the annotations over provenance descriptors.

W3P: Complete.

5, 16

Infrastructure
Descriptors

Represents the fine-grained information about the infrastructure
behind the generation, transformation or publication of a data
artifact.

W3P: Complete.

5, 6

Host
Integrity mechanisms
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Fig. 1. Partial depiction of W3P.

of a Friend Vocabulary (FOAF) [43], the Dublin Core Metadata
Initiative (DCMI) [31], the Semantic Web Publishing Vocabulary
(SWP) [38], Creative Commons (CC) [35], WGS84 [29], ChangeSet
(CS) [42] and the Vocabulary of Interlinked Datasets (voiD) [41].
The analysis of the existing vocabularies identifies existing gaps
in the representation of provenance information and provides the
base for the construction of W3P, while maximizing the reuse of
existing vocabularies. A summarized analysis of the coverage of
the vocabularies and W3P is described in Table 1. A detailed list of
the coverage containing the elements present in the vocabularies
is described in the W3P documentation.1
From Table 1 it is possible to observe that SWP provides good
coverage of the Certifier and Integrity Mechanisms concepts. For the
Spatial Information concept WGS84 provides a better vocabulary
compared DCMI and FOAF. Publisher, Owner and Host are concepts
which are not well covered by the analyzed vocabularies. The Temporal Information is reasonably well covered by OPM, while DCMI
provides a poor set of temporal predicates from the provenance
perspective. The key concept of Social Descriptors is not well covered by the existing vocabularies: the terms provided by FOAF do
not cover the expression of social provenance. Artifact, Process and
Agent are well covered by OPM and have a poor coverage in other
vocabularies. The CS vocabulary provides a good coverage for the

1 http://prov4j.org/w3p/w3p_coverage.html.

Change Tracking key concept (and is complemented by DCMI attributes). The License key concept is well covered by both CC and
DCMI. For applications which demand a fine-grained model of digital rights/digital contracts these vocabularies are not appropriate. The evolution of initiatives such as the Open Digital Rights
Language (ODRL) [47,48] into a vocabulary will cover this missing
descriptive gap. Vocabularies Descriptors and Artifact/Collection
Linkage are covered by voiD. DCMI and FOAF provide a comprehensive set of general descriptors which can improve the interpretability of the resource descriptions. The key concept of
Meta-provenance and Infrastructure Descriptors are not covered by
other vocabularies.
The dimensions not covered, unstructured or poorly covered
from the provenance perspective, defined the scope of W3P. In
the process of building the ontology, the reuse of existing vocabularies was maximized. However, reusing concepts which were
partially or poorly covered in other vocabularies could lead to a
fragmented, inconsistent or difficult to use vocabulary, corrupting
the interpretability of the model (req. 3). In addition, some vocabularies were designed to be used as metadata annotations, lacking
a more structured model behind them. This is an important design
issue which directly impacts requirements 3, 6, 18 (Well Defined Relational Model/Logical Model/Grounded Semantics, Data Generation
& Transformation, Navigability). OWL primitives for property characteristics (owl:TransitiveProperty, owl:inverseOf ) and ontology
mapping (owl:equivalentClass, owl:equivalentProperty, owl:sameAs)
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Fig. 2. Excerpt of W3P provenance elements for use case I.

were used. In the context of workflow provenance, transitivity
can strongly impact the requirements 3, 6 and 17. Some of the
properties defined in W3P have associated inverse properties,
which brings flexibility in the usage, bringing better navigability.
The complete W3P ontology and its description can be found at
http://prov4j.org/w3p/schema#.
3.2. Using OPM for interoperability
OPM provides a solid foundation for modelling workflow
provenance (generation & transformation) and is the base for W3P
interoperability. Directly from OPM 1.1 ontology, the core part
of W3P is derived, providing a less abstract workflow model,
which is still compatible with OPM. The level of abstraction of
the vocabulary behind OPM can bring practical difficulties for an
end user of the model, external to the provenance community.
The elements of W3P provide a more practical general purpose
vocabulary where the three basic elements of OPM, Artifact, Agent
and Process are defined as the W3P basis.
W3P properties w3p:usedByProcess, w3p:triggeredBy, w3p:generatedBy, w3p:controlledBy and w3p:derivedFrom have their ranges
defined to opm:Used, opm:WasTriggeredBy, opm:WasGeneratedBy,
opm:WasControlledBy and opm:WasDerivedFrom respectively.
w3p:createdBy, w3p:modifiedBy and w3p:usedByAgent have their
ranges mapped to w3p:Agent. In W3P, the classes Quoter, Owner,
Host, Publisher, Supporter, OppositionAgent and CertificationAuthority map to w3p:Agent which maps to opm:Agent. w3p:Warrant,
w3p:CertificationAuthority, w3p:Location, w3p:License, w3p:Description map to opm:Annotation. Access control and general annotations predicates are also mapped to OPM annotations on artifacts.
Similar approach was used by Miles to cover descriptive terms
in Dublin Core [49]. Currently, w3p:usedByAgent, w3p:createdBy,
w3p:modifiedBy are mapped to OPM Processes. A future investigation providing a mapping between W3P elements and OPM using
OPM profiles [49] is planned.
The Account class present in OPM is mapped to a W3P Process.
Differently from OPM, a Process in W3P is a hierarchical structure
composed of other processes. The properties hasStartPoint, hasEndPoint, precededBy, succeededBy and isPartOf were introduced in
W3P in order to facilitate the creation and navigation over workflows. precededBy, succeededBy and isPartOf are defined as transitive properties and are not mapped to OPM. Inside W3P an Agent
can have a transitive relationship memberOf to a different Agent.
This type of mechanism is important for the deployment of reputation analysis and access control. Social provenance properties,
w3p:supportedBy, w3p:opposedBy and w3p:quotedBy are mapped as
OPM annotations.

3.3. Case study: W3P aggregation of financial data
The W3P ontology was instantiated using the first use case,
where different types of financial data collected from distributed
external sources are aggregated, curated and analyzed by a team of
analysts in order to generate a daily financial report for a specific
company. The scenario uses actual financial data from the Web,
which is enriched with data from an aggregation–curation-analysis
workflow. The workflow data is added on the top of the existing
aggregated data from the Web using a workflow simulator created
for this purpose.
The financial report2 is composed of different types of data
(recommendations, fundamental data, stock data, news, opinions,
analysis) which are consolidated and analyzed in the report
creation workflow. Each element or collection of elements in the
final report has its provenance tracked (w3p:provenance). External
data which was already aggregated by third parties are represented
as source artifacts in the report and also have their provenance
mappings. In the scenario social provenance descriptors play an
important role in the process of establishing reputation of external
elements among different analysts. Fig. 2 depicts a small excerpt
of the provenance descriptor (focusing on W3P elements) for the
case study, in n-triples3 format. (1) covers the descriptor of the final
artifact (:GE_Report); (2) shows the main workflow for the report
creation (:ConsolidatedReportWorkflow); (3) shows:GE_Opinion_1,
a descriptor for a blog post (artifact) which is used in the financial
report and (4) depicts the descriptor of the news aggregation
process (:NewsCuration). The complete version of the example
provenance descriptor for one daily report can be found on the
Web.4
4. Related work
There is an extensive list of works in the area of provenance
models and architectures, focused mainly on the domain of scientific workflows. The reader is directed to [2] for a comprehensive
survey in the area. This section covers a short discussion on existing works on the definition of provenance models for the Web.

2 http://prov4j.org/w3p/scenario/financial.html.
3 http://www.w3.org/2001/sw/RDFCore/ntriples/.

4 http://prov4j.org/w3p/scenario/ge_aggregate_provenance_20100524#.
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In [32], Hartig proposes a Provenance Model for the Web of Data
which generated the provenance vocabulary. Hartig proposes two
dimensions of provenance for the Web of Data: data access and
data creation. Compared to the provenance vocabulary, W3P covers
the social dimension of provenance. W3P is also designed to be
OPM compatible from the start, maximizing its interoperability.
Another fundamental difference is that W3P uses a requirements
based approach for its construction. Pinheiro et al. [15] introduced
PML (Proof Markup Language), a component of the Inference Web
project, which focuses on modelling knowledge provenance and
reasoning information. The provenance model behind PML, PML-P,
focuses on tracking provenance in reasoning systems, where the
concept of a proof over inference steps determines the attributes
of the provenance model. Due to its own purpose, the attributes
of PML-P do not provide coverage of the provenance dimensions
for a more comprehensive provenance model for the Web, lacking
for example, the dimension of social provenance. Groth et al. [50]
describe a generic data model for process documentation (the
information that describes a process that has occurred), that allows
the answer of provenance questions. The model has a precise
conceptual definition and it is evaluated with a mash-up use case
from the bioinformatics domain. Both Groth’s and this work focus
on generic (domain independent) provenance models. A major
difference is the approach in the definition of the requirements
used in the construction of the models: W3P requirements are
targeted towards the coverage of provenance representation and
use on the Web, while the model described in [50] approaches
the problem through a process documentation perspective. Miles
et al. [49] describe a detailed mapping between Dublin Core terms
and OPM using OPM profiles, deriving relationships between the
two vocabularies. This paper does not explicitly explore the idea of
creating OPM profiles for W3P.
The W3C Provenance Incubator Group [51], is defining a
comprehensive discussion of use cases and requirements which
will provide a roadmap for covering provenance on the Web.
The group covers different communities with interests in the
provenance space and its final output will become an important
guideline for future work on the area. In contrast, the objective of
this work is to design a provenance model for the Web, defined
over a set of requirements and maximizing the reuse and coverage
of existing vocabularies.
5. Conclusion & future work
This paper introduced W3P, a proposed OPM based provenance
model for the Web. Since provenance is a key element in the
process of quality assessment on the Web, an analysis of a set
of key quality dimensions for the Web was introduced. The
quality dimensions, together with a set of exemplar use cases
and with the support of the literature analysis helped to define
the core requirements for a provenance model for the Web.
From these requirements, a set of key concepts were derived,
providing the base for the classification and analysis of existing
vocabularies. These key concepts were used to build W3P, a
provenance vocabulary for the Web. W3P is designed to be OPM
compatible, responding to the key requirement of interoperability.
W3P also covers important key concepts such as social provenance.
W3P maximizes the reuse of existing vocabularies, being designed
map to existing vocabularies. Semantic Web standards were used
to implement the representation of W3P. This paper reinforces
the vision that these standards are a suitable way to cope with
important requirements for a provenance model.
Future investigations will evolve W3P to a more comprehensive model. The authors intend to provide a comparative analysis
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between W3P and other web provenance vocabularies (Provenance Vocabulary, PML). A more complete mapping between OPM
and W3P using OPM profiles is planned. The coverage of W3P to
the requirements raised by the W3C Provenance Incubator Group
will be verified. In addition, the suitability of W3P for mapping
provenance representations in the context of different scientific
workflow systems still needs to be experimentally verified and a
description and evaluation of the framework associated with W3P
(Prov4J) will be published.
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